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Altering Objectives 

Whether you are starting with a blank curriculum or editing an existing one, at some 
point you will want to alter an objective. 
 
To do so, is simple.   Navigate to the key stage, subject and curriculum you wish to 
change, then: 
 

• Click Edit in the top-right 
 

• Find the Objective you wish to alter 
 

• Make your changes.  For instance: 
o You may wish to change the wording of the objective.  Simply type in the 

available space.  When typing, you will see a green lozenge, this highlights 
the number of character available for each objective.   If you wish to add 
more information, you should use the Teacher Notes within the objective’s 
Learning Locker.  You’ll notice as you type that a grey M icon appears.  
This is to indicate you have altered the Learning Objective from its original 
content.  Which can be handy later when reviewing a curriculum. 
 

o Re-order the objectives.  Use the Grab-handle to move the objective up 
or down the list.   Note how the area the objective is hovering over 
sometimes goes a darker grey.  This is because Curriculum Designer is 
offering to make the Objective a sub-objective of another.  This is a visual 
aid for you, but if you don’t want to group objectives in this way, move the 
Objective fractionally further up or down, until the area switches back to 
white.  Watch the Grouping Objectives video for more information.  You 
can move objectives from one year group to another within that key stage.  
When you do so, a blue icon will appear for that objective, highlighting its 
original position.   In this way, you can design the curriculum around your 
students and your lesson planning.  If you feel the students will benefit 
from learning in a different order to the suggested route, then you have 
the freedom to alter the objectives to do so. 
 

o You can delete an Objective.  Hover your mouse over the objective.  Two 
icons appear on the right-hand side.   The red X immediately deletes the 
objective and the blue + creates a sub-objective. 

 
 

When you’re happy with the order, click Save to save your changes.  Being web-based, 
it’s sensible to regularly save your changes.  If you have accidentally deleted an 
objective, use the Cancel button to undo any changes made since you last saved. 
 
You can access and add resources to the Learning Lockers either while editing or 
browsing. 

If you do not see the Edit button or cannot add resources, then it is likely you do not 
have editing rights.  Please see your school’s Frog Administrator, who can grant access 
via the Groups and Policies application. 


